
 

 

Sportsman’s Multi-Tool 

1. Pruners 

2. Phillips Screwdriver 

3. Small screwdriver 

4. Nail File (double sided) 

5. Large screwdriver 

6. Saw 

7. Sharp Knife 

8. Fish Scaler 

9. Hook remover 

10.Ruler (inch) 

For Immediate Release 

Cedar Park, Texas — Fortune Products, the maker of AccuSharp  Knife & Tool Sharpeners, announces the 

release of the Sportsman’s Multi-Tool, a pruner/clipper/shear and accessory tool set designed for the sports-

man and the challenges one can encounter in the great outdoors.  From clearing small branches from tree 

stands and blind areas and cleaning birds after the hunt to  a wide array of other outdoor uses, this multi-tool 

does it all.  With a saw, fish scaler, knife, hook remover, small ruler, nail file and multiple screwdrivers, the 

accessories have endless possibilities to tackle whatever the outdoors serves up to the sportsman with so 

many applications. When not in use, the multi-tool folds up into an included compact carry case with belt loop 

for easy transport and storage. 

“This is a great tool for working in the outdoors with all of the features outdoorsmen need to be effective at 

what they do,” said Jay Cavanaugh, President of Accusharp. “We are confident that the main clipping shear 

tool along with the many accessories of this multi-tool will help hunters and fishermen with a variety of tasks 

the outdoors demand,” he continued. 

The Sportsman’s Multi-Tool will be available in many  different outdoor retailers and AccuSharp is also      

accepting orders from stocking dealers for this product and numerous other knife and sharpening products. 

For more information, visit www.accusharp.com.  

About AccuSharp 

Fortune Products focuses on one primary goal with the AccuSharp® line of products—making the most     

effective knife and blade sharpeners, knives an multi-tools in the world. Our every effort is aimed at creating 

products that will provide the sharpest edge possible for your knives, tools, and equipment. Whether your 

sharpening needs range from the kitchen, workshop, yard, hunting, fishing, or other outdoor sports, our 

sharpening products can help you maintain the very best edge. 

AccuSharp.com (830) 693-6111 


